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ABSTRACT

We present ConvCut, an interactive tool for efficiently navigating and editing 360 video of social conversations into shareable video highlights of the memorable moments. ConvCut starts by obtaining a high-quality transcript of the conversation and uses it to segment the video into one 360 video clip per line of speech. It then applies audio, video and text analysis to label the clips with information including the spatial location of faces, the current speaker, the topics of conversation, instances of laughter and extreme changes in volume, facial expression, or gestural motion. The resulting structure lets users navigate the video using keyword search over the transcript and labels to quickly find memorable moments. Users can mark the lines corresponding to these moments and ConvCut edits together the corresponding video clips, automatically choosing a regular field of view (RFOV) framing that emphasizes the speaker of each line. If desired, users can modify the automatic edit to include alternative framings or reactions from others in the group. We demonstrate that with ConvCut, first-time users can easily edit long social conversations (25-60 min) into short highlight videos (0.27-2 min) and share them with others. The resulting highlights include jokes, reactions to pranks, funny stories and interactions with children.
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1 INTRODUCTION

People partake in social conversations with friends and family every day. These conversations enable participants to connect with each other, and often include memorable moments such as, jokes and physical humor, emotional accounts of life events, riveting gossip, and intellectual discussions. Video clips of such conversations provide an increasingly popular way to share and relive the memorable moments with friends and family via media sharing tools or posts to social media. Twitch contains thousands of channels dedicated to live-streaming conversations and YouTube contains many compilations of memorable clips from these conversations.

But capturing such video clips is challenging. People typically forget to capture events in the moment and only pull out their cameras reactively, after something memorable happens. For example, parents often cannot anticipate when a child will say or do something cute. Moreover, even if the camera is recording the moment, the person holding the camera is usually outside the frame turning her into an observer rather than a participant. It changes the nature of the conversation.

Consumer 360 cameras offer an alternative for capturing social conversations that alleviates these two difficulties. Such cameras are small enough to place on a central table (e.g. dining table, coffee table, countertop) and can be set to record the entire conversation and feed the resulting footage into ConvCut.

In the editing phase, they use ConvCut to quickly navigate and select a subset of lines from the conversation. As they select lines, the system automatically generates an edit (3) by choosing a framing that emphasizes the speaker of each line.

Figure 1: A group of friends go to lunch and place a 360 camera at the center of the table between them (1). They use the camera to record the entire interaction and feed the resulting footage into ConvCut (2). In the editing phase, they use ConvCut to quickly navigate and select a subset of lines from the conversation. As they select lines, the system automatically generates an edit (3) by choosing a framing that emphasizes the speaker of each line.
It also labels social indicators of memorable moments including instances of laughter as well as extreme changes in speaking volume, facial expression or gestural motion. Most of this information is not available in previous video editing tools [14, 15] and we show that it lets users quickly navigate raw video using keyword search over the transcript and labels. Users can mark these moments and our tool edits them together, automatically choosing a regular field of view (RFOV) framing that emphasizes the speaker of each line of speech. If desired, users can further modify the automatic edit to include alternative framings or reactions from the other people in the group.

The resulting highlight video condenses time by eliminating unmemorable moment and it condenses space by using a RFOV framing to focus viewers’ attention on the most important region of the 360 frame. By default, the highlight is edited like a dialogue-driven film scene, cutting between the speakers and ConvCut allows users to add into reactions shots as desired. Thus, it is designed for viewing outside of headset and sharing via social media. We demonstrate the effectiveness of ConvCut by having users produce 14 video highlights (0.27-2 min) extracted from a variety of social conversations (25-60 min) involving 2 or 3 participants. The clips include jokes, intellectual discussions, funny stories and endearing interactions with children.

2 RELATED WORK

Our tool is related to four areas of prior work in video editing.

**Automatic video editing of live events.** Researchers have designed automatic tools to edit together footage of unstaged, live events in a number of domains. Ranjan et al. [22] describe a multi-camera control system for framing and cutting shots of group meetings using audio and motion capture data. Heck et al. [9] propose an automatic system for editing lecture videos captured by unattended and stationary video cameras. Lu and Grauman [17] condense a long egocentric video into summary of key events. Arev et al. [1] automatically edit together multiple egocentric videos of the same social event. As with these tools, we aim to reduce the overhead of capturing and editing unstaged content by leveraging domain specific audio and visual cues. However, we focus specifically on social conversations and use 360 footage as input. Moreover, while these tools are designed to produce a single edit over all the input footage as comprehensive summary of the event, ConvCut lets users control extraction of individual highlight moments.

**Converting 360 video to RFOV video.** Researchers have also investigated techniques for converting 360 videos into RFOV videos for viewing outside of the headset. Su and Grauman [28] automatically learn a “capture-worthiness” metric to guide a virtual RFOV camera through 360 sports videos. These methods focus on condensing a 360 video in the spatial domain but keep the video temporally intact. In contrast, our work aims to extract short RFOV highlights from a 360 video. Closer to our approach is the work of Truong et al. [30], which distills guidelines for extracting RFOV shots from 360 social event footage. While we leverage Truong et al.’s methods, we go further to provide users with an interface to easily search for meaningful shots in the footage and edit such shots together. Moreover, we specifically focus on dialogue based social conversations and leverage the audio content of the video to provide additional structure for editing.

**Transcript based video searching and editing.** Several researchers have developed high level tools for searching and editing video and audio content using time aligned transcripts. For example, Berthouzo et al. [2] present tools for editing talking- head style interview video. Rubin et al. [23] and Shin et al. [27] enable editing and rearranging of speech recordings for audio podcasts and voiceovers. Pavel et al. [21] generate structured summaries of lecture videos to facilitate browsing and skimming. Cour et al. [6] and Pavel et al. [19] align film scripts with corresponding films to enable text based search on visual content. Pavel et al. [20] present a system for reviewing and annotating video with feedback. Truong et al. [29] focus on tools for annotating and aligning b-roll footage to voiceover narrations. Leake et al. [14] develop a system to cut together multiple takes of pre-scripted dialogue driven scenes using film-editing idioms. ConvCut similarly uses time-aligned transcripts to facilitate searching and editing of speech driven scenes. However, unlike the previous tools, ConvCut works with 360 recordings of unscripted, social conversations and supports editing these recordings into shareable RFOV highlight videos. ConvCut leverages labels specifically designed to help users find memorable moments in the conversation. Almost none of these labels were present in the previous tools.

**Meeting capture and browsing.** A number of research groups have developed systems for capturing face-to-face meetings and browsing them using a transcript-based interface [5, 7, 8, 11, 31, 33]. Most of these systems require building specialized meeting rooms where multiple cameras are placed in a fixed configuration around a table to capture all of the meeting participants (e.g. one camera/mic per seat). This setup ensures that the system can identify the participants and the speaker at each moment. But unlike our approach, these systems cannot be used outside the room they are installed in, and are often very expensive. One notable exception is Lee et al.’s [15] work on a portable meeting recorder, which like our approach uses a portable omnidirectional camera to capture a meeting. However, none of these systems provide tools for finding social highlights (e.g. laughter, expression change) or for producing a shareable highlight that cuts back and forth between the participants.

3 INTERFACE WORKFLOW

Consider the following usage scenario. Alice and a group of her friends go to lunch and with the consent of everyone at the table she places a 360 camera on the table to record the interaction (Figure 1a). She positions the camera so that it sits at about eye level and captures all of the friends. After the conversation, Alex feeds the 360 recording into ConvCut for editing into a set of highlight videos that she can privately share amongst the group or post to social media.

The ConvCut interface (Figure 2) includes four main components: the Transcript View lets users quickly find and select a subset of lines from the conversation; as the user selects a line, the system automatically generates an edit by choosing a framing that emphasizes the speaker of each line and displays the selected framings in the Edit View; Users can preview the edit in the Playback View; if users want to change the framing, they can select from alternatives provided in the Clips View.

3.1 Transcript and Edit Views

The Transcript View on the left side of the interface displays a transcript of the recorded conversation. It is time-aligned with the recorded audio track and is segmented into sentences. Each such line also shows the name of the speaker and the time it was said in the recording. Selecting a line corresponds to selecting the portion of the recording where that line occurred. Clicking on the “Play” button next to the speaker’s name, plays a video clip of the line in the Playback View so that users can see and hear the line in context. The transcript contains both spoken words from the conversation and non-speech sounds annotated in parenthesis such as “(laughter)”. Presenting the conversation audio as a text transcript in this manner lets users find relevant segments of the conversation by reading the
Figure 2: Creating an edit using ConvCut. The Transcript View (left) lets the user quickly find and select a subset of the conversation. She has identified three lines, (2), (3) and (4), from the transcript to add to her edit. ConvCut automatically chooses a RFOV video clip with a medium-close, centered framing of the speaker for lines (2) and (3), and adds it to the corresponding point in the Edit View. Line (4) is not associated with any one speaker because it is a ‘(laughter)’ annotation. So the user selects a clip of Person 2 from the Clips View. ConvCut assigns each line in the edit a color based on that line’s speaker. It changes the background of the line to this color and adds a bar of this color to the Edit Timeline to visualize how long each person speaks and where their lines lie with respect to the entire edit sequence. The user clicks on the play button in the Edit Timeline to preview the edit in the Playback View.

Text. This is significantly faster than scrubbing through the timeline of a conversation video that may be over an hour long.

However, an hour of transcript text can still be lot for users to skim through. We provide Script Filter Controls located above the transcript to facilitate even faster searching for memorable moments. The search box lets users query by keywords they may remember from the conversation and our interface filters the Transcript View to show only the lines containing those keywords. The “Speaker” drop down lets users see only the lines spoken by the selected person. The “Moments” drop down lets users only see lines containing “Laughter”, extreme “Volume Change”, “Intense Expressions” or strong “Gestural Motion” as these are often indicators of memorable moments. Finally, the “Topics” drop down menu displays the higher level topics the group talked about during the conversation. Selecting one of these topics filters the Transcript View to show only the lines relevant to that topic. In practice we have found that the list of topics also serves as a reminder to the user about the variety of subjects discussed in the conversation.

Clicking a transcript line adds it to the edit sequence. ConvCut automatically adds a RFOV video clip with a medium-close, centered framing of the speaker to the corresponding point in the Edit View, (Figure 2, lines 2 and 3). Clicking the play button under the Edit Timeline lets users preview the sequence of clips that have been added to the Edit. Thus, ConvCut provides a variety of RFOV framings for each person captured in the 360 video. The clips are organized so that each person appears in a single column and the user can set the ‘Position’ (i.e. left, center, right) and ‘Size’ (i.e. medium-close, medium, long) of their face in the frame using drop-down menus. ConvCut similarly provides establishing shots showing two or more people in the conversation whenever they are sitting close enough together. Initially the people are named Person 1, Person 2, etc, but users can click on a name label at the top of a column to modify the name. This change propagates through the rest of the interface. User can preview the clip in the Playback View by clicking the play button in the bottom right corner of the clip thumbnail that appears on hover. Clicking the plus button in the bottom left corner of the thumbnail adds the clip to the edit sequence. Thus users can adjust the automatic edit to change the framing of the speaker or to show the reactions of others for each selected line in the transcript.

If users want to modify the framing of a clip or frame a non-human object, they can click on the clip to activate framing specification mode which lets them adjust the shot orientation by dragging on the frame in the Projection View (Figure 3). They can also click on any location in the Equirectangular View to navigate directly to that viewpoint (Figure 3). To adjust the zoom level users can press the W button to zoom out and create a wider shot or the T button to zoom in and create a tighter shot. Once users are satisfied with their framing, they can click the Save button to add it as another framing option for all lines.

3.3 Playback View

The Playback View consists of two video players. The Projection Player shows only the RFOV projected clip, while the Equirectangular Player shows the complete 360 scene in equirectangular projection to give users spatial context for the location of the RFOV projection. Once users finalize an edit, they can click on the Render
While this approach gives us finer, word-level alignment accuracy, it often struggles when people talk over each other or when there is loud background noise. In such cases, Rubin et al.'s algorithm only provides a coarse alignment in which a long multi-line sequence of text corresponds with a long segment of audio, but it does not provide word-level alignment. In these cases we consider the sentence-level timestamps provided by rev.com. Finally, we combine the word- and sentence-level timings to split the raw 360 video into one video segment per sentence.

4.2 Step 2: RFOV Generation

To generate the RFOV video clips of each person in the 360 video, we extend the method of Truong et al. [30] to more robustly track faces. Since modern face detectors are designed for perspective views, we follow Truong et al.'s approach and first split the input video into 8 overlapping perspective projections with horizontal and vertical fields of view of 60°, spaced 45° apart. We then run the face detection method of Li et al. [16] to obtain a face bounding box and use Saragih et al. [25] to obtain facial landmark points for all faces in each frame of each projection. Unlike Rubin et al., we next eliminate small faces of people in the background, to retain only the faces of people most likely to be part of the conversation. Specifically we normalize the face bounding box heights by the frame height and then filter out bounding boxes with normalized height less than a threshold \( \tau \), that we empirically set to 0.08. We have found that this filtering step also improves the accuracy of our face tracking in environments containing people in the background.

Truong et al. [30] track faces across frames by grouping face bounding boxes that overlap on adjacent frames – by any non-zero overlap amount – as representing the same face. This approach cannot robustly handle three common issues; (1) When people are sitting close to one another their bounding boxes often overlap by a small amount and they are grouped together. (2) When the face detector misses detecting a face for a few frames (e.g. if the person turns their head too far or image noise throws off the detector), the face is treated as belonging to two different people before and after the missing detections. (3) Similarly when a person leaves and then re-enter the scene they are treated as two different people.

To robustly handle the first issue we only group together face bounding boxes that overlap only by 50% or more. In practice we have found that even when people sit very close together there is less than 50% overlap between their face bounding boxes. To handle the second issue of missed detections, instead of considering overlap between faces in adjacent frames, for each face we consider overlap between the nearest face within a 2 second window of frames. Thus, our tracking approach can bridge up to two consecutive seconds of missed face detections as long as the person hasn’t moved very far and the bounding box overlap is high when the face is detected again. In practice we have found that our face detector misses faces for a few frames here and there and rarely misses them for 2 consecutive seconds. After this grouping step we interpolate the face bounding boxes for any frame in which the face was not detected.

To handle the third issue, where people leave (e.g. to use the restroom) and return to the table, we detect whenever the number of faces in the scene changes. When a person “exits” the scene, our face count decreases by one and we add the exiting face to a list of exiting faces. When a person “enters” the scene we increase the face count by one and we compare the entering face to each face in our exiting faces list using an appearance-based distance measure. Specifically we use the \( \chi^2 \)-distance over the normalized color histograms of the faces as developed in previous work on face matching [2, 12]. If the \( \chi^2 \)-distance is less a threshold \( \alpha \), (empirically set to 5) we group the faces as the same person and remove the face from the exiting faces list. If no such match is found we treat the entering face as a new face. Note that this facial appearance matching approach also lets us handle the case when our face detector fails for more than 2 consecutive seconds.

To validate our approach, we manually produced ground truth face tracks for 5 social conversations (Cafe, Research, Baby, Tea-
4.3 Step 3: Labeling

We analyze the video, audio and text transcript of the clips to determine the face speaking each line in the transcript and to extract the topics covered in the conversation. We also identify social indicators of memorable moments by finding laughter as well as extreme changes in speaking volume, facial expression and gestural motions. These per-line labels are designed to further help users search the transcript.

4.3.1 Speaking Face Identification

To identify the speaker of each line we leverage the audio-visual sound source analysis algorithm of Owens et al. [18]. Given a video as input this algorithm computes a heatmap indicating the pixels most likely to be the source of the sound. Applying this algorithm to each clip of the 360 video generally highlights the mouth of the speaker. Suppose we have tracked \( m \) faces \( \{ f_1, \ldots, f_m \} \) in a video clip. For each tracked face \( f_i \), in the clip, we compute a heatmap score \( H(f_i) \) as the sum of the heatmap magnitudes that fall in the mouth region (based on the facial landmark points) and average this sum across all the frames in the clip. We can then treat the face \( f \) generating the maximum heatmap score as the speaker of the transcript line associated with the clip. However, in practice we have found that the heatmap generated by Owens et al. often highlights mouth regions of non-speakers as audio sources, especially when there is some background noise, the non-speaker is changing facial expressions and/or moving their head.

To increase the robustness of our speaker identification algorithm we have designed a dynamic programming algorithm that combines the sound source analysis of Owens et al. with information about speaker changes from the rev.com transcript. Suppose \( S_n = (s_1, \ldots, s_n) \) is a sequence of faces assigned to the first \( n \) lines of the transcript and their associated video clips. That is, each \( s_j \) is assigned one of the faces \( f \in \{ f_1, \ldots, f_m \} \). We define a speaker assignment score \( E(S_n) \) for the speaking face sequence \( S_n \) as

\[
E(S_n) = E(s_{n-1}) + H(s_n)T(s_{n-1}, s_n) \tag{1}
\]

where the heatmap score \( H \) measures how well the assignment reflects the Owens et al. sound source analysis and the speaker transition score \( T \) measures how well the assignment captures the speaker changes from line to line in the rev.com transcript.

For each sequential pair of lines \( i - 1 \) and \( i \) we set a Boolean variable \( c_{i-1,i} \) to 1 if the transcript says the speaker changed between the lines. Otherwise we set it to 0. We then define the speaker transition score as

\[
T(s_{n-1}, s_n) = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } c_{n-1,n} \text{ and } s_{n-1} \neq s_n \\
1, & \text{if } \neg c_{n-1,n} \text{ and } s_{n-1} = s_n \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

The recursive definition of Equation 1 allows us to apply dynamic programming to efficiently solve for the optimal speaker assignment, while accounting for information from the video, audio and the transcript.

We label the clips with such outlier loudness scores compared to the other clips in the video to be “volume increase” clips. Finally, because there are individual differences in filler words e.g., a few people often used the word “literally” with high frequency, we also filter out words that occur in more than 70% of sentences for an individual person.

After applying NMF topic clustering, we associate each sentence in the transcript to a resulting topic if at least one words in that cluster is also present in the sentence.

4.3.3 Laughter

Laughter in a conversation often indicates that something funny occurred. The rev.com transcript provides annotations of laughter. We mark segments where these annotations occur as “interesting”. While these laughter labels from the transcript have worked well in practice, it may also be possible to use automatic laughter detection to identify laughter segments automatically from the audio, using for example the approach of Ryokai et al. [24]

4.3.4 Volume Increase

We observe that when people get excited in conversation, they tend to speak more loudly. To detect these moments, we compute a loudness score for each video clip as the average root mean square energy of the audio signal. We then compute the interquartile range between the 25% quartile and the 75% quartile of the loudness scores across all clips. Finally we consider any loudness score that is greater than the 75% quartile by 1.5 times the interquartile range to be an outlier. We label the clips with such outlier loudness scores compared to the other clips in the video to be “volume increase” clips.

4.3.5 Strong Gestural Motion

People often communicate not just with words, but also with gestures and other body language. When someone moves their body more than normal, it can indicate that they are saying something noteworthy. To detect such movement, we apply the OpenPose [32] [4], a 2D pose detection algorithm, to each frame of the video. For each person in a clip, we assign a gesture score as the average euclidean distance between joint locations for each sequential pair of their poses. We then apply the quartile-based outlier detection we used
We then apply the interquartile outlier detection we used for volume change in expression from a listener (e.g., raising eyebrows quickly or opening their mouths widely) in reaction to something that has just been said is a good indicator of a noteworthy moment. We detect such changes in expression for each person through our algorithmic pipeline on a cloud compute cluster with 80 cores. Face detection and tracking, as well as pose detection, accounted for the majority of this processing time. Each 10 minutes of video required approximately 2 hours to process and roundtable discussions such as reading groups or other meetings. Birthday parties or weddings, car conversations during long drives and performing keyword search to browse the conversation and identify memorable moments.

As these users added lines to the edit they often accepted the automatically selected framing of the speaker. However, there were instances where they selected an alternative clip from the Clips View to introduce establishing shots or reaction shots and to resolve jump cuts between non-contiguous lines. The process of selecting an alternative usually took a few seconds. The manual framing feature was used less often.

The resulting highlights consisted of a variety of different types of moments. Many of them were jovial, such as jokes, dramatic accounts of recent events, funny stories, and endearing interactions with children. Though many of the conversations were lighthearted, ConvCut can also be useful in more informative settings. For example, one user created a highlight of his opinions about the art at a museum. Such highlights are potentially useful as memory refreshers for repeat visits or recommendations to others.

### Using ConvCut to create video highlights
We asked our first-time users to rate how difficult/easy it was to create video highlights using ConvCut. The average score was 6 on a 7 point Likert scale (1 = very difficult to use, 7 = very easy to use). Seven of the nine users gave scores of 6 or above while the remaining two users gave middle scores of 4 and 5. Many of these users commented on how the segmentation and organization of the 360 video into clips based on transcript lines made it easy for them to browse the conversation and quickly generate an edit that jumped back and forth between different speakers and framings. All of the users rated the tool as useful in helping them to remember memorable moments (average 5.88 on a 7 point Likert scale). They particularly appreciated the topic filters and keyword search. Seven of the nine users rated the topics as being informative in helping them to remember things that came up in the conversation (average 5.86 on a 7 point Likert scale). The other two users didn’t rate the topics because they did not use them. Instead they remembered the conversation and used keyword search to find the highlights they wanted to extract.

### Edits and sentiment
Everyone appreciated the videos as a means of remembering and sharing moments. One user commented that “you feel like you’re almost there.” Another user expressed, “I’ve rewatched them many times and still am not tired of them at all, and in fact can’t help but laugh every time.” Another user, who participated in a serious conversation about art, appreciated having the video to help him remember how the art scene in a particular city stood out to him. He commented that the video would be useful to share with other friends who were interested in visiting that art scene to help inform their decisions. Parents who used the tool liked being able to keep track of memories with or of their children. Eight out of nine users said they would use the tool again in various settings such as get-togethers with a close group of friends. Events including birthday parties or weddings, car conversations during long drives and reading groups or other meetings.

### Sharing and viewing video highlights
All of our users said they would be comfortable sharing the video highlights they created with...
Figure 4: Example edits of memorable highlights for five of our conversations. The Human child interaction moment from the Cafe scene (first row) captures a witty back and forth between friends. The RFov framings were all selected automatically. The River moment from the Research conversation (second row) is a funny story about a lab retreat and was identified using the topic clusters and the “Volume Change” label. The Jokes moment from the Baby scene (third row) captures a cute moment of a child. The user (not an author) added a reaction shot for the fifth line.

ConCut, we generated fixed, wide-FOV versions of the three of the highlights. Such a fixed wide-angle shot is often the easiest way to capture a social conversation today as it ensures that all participants are always visible. We then asked seven people to compare these wide-FOV highlights to ConCut generated highlights, which use shot, reverse-shot dialogue editing. Viewers strongly preferred the shot, reverse-shot editing of ConCut in all cases. They liked being able to see the speakers and listeners’ facial expressions more closely in the ConCut highlights and said that the wide-FOV edits felt “amateur or homemade”. One viewer commented that the closer shots “helped [him] to focus on the conversation”. In contrast, one of the fixed wide-FOV videos contained distracting objects in the background that caught his attention. Many viewers also pointed out that jump cuts were much less obvious in the shot-reverse shot edits compared to the fixed FOV edits. One viewer said that she “didn’t even realize that there were jumps in the conversation” until she saw the fixed wide-FOV edit.

others, particularly those who participated in the conversation. Five of them actually did share their highlight with other people; two of them users shared their edits with others from the same conversation, another two shared with close friends and family, and the last user shared with a wider social circle.

We also informally interviewed viewers who were not involved in the highlight creation. They typically found the resulting videos to be funny or endearing. Common responses to the highlights included “cool!”, “loll!”, and one viewer even commented “I’m jealous I want to be in a video like that”. Many viewers were impressed with the back and forth editing between the speakers which made the conversation “easy to follow”. They often asked how the edit was created and wanted to learn more about our system. Viewers who had taken part in the original conversation frequently asked if they could make their own highlights of other parts of the conversation. Viewers who hadn’t been part of the original conversation asked how the video was captured as they were not used to seeing everyday conversations filmed up close.

To further evaluate the editing quality of highlights created with
6 Limitations and Future Work

While ConvCut facilitates the creation of shareable highlights from 360° video of social conversations, it does have a few limitations that suggest directions for future work.

Improving speech alignment. At exciting moments in social conversation, people often talk or laugh over each other, making it difficult for our algorithms to align a text transcript to the audio. In such instances, ConvCut currently falls back to using the sentence-level timings generated by rev.com’s human transcribers. However, this is not ideal because the human generated timings can be inaccurate. Resolving overlaps in audio from multiple sources is an open area of research.

Automatically transcribing conversations. While our current implementation relies on manual transcription, we have seen rapid improvements in the quality and decreases in cost for automatic transcription. Comparing automatic transcripts from Google Cloud Speech ($0.0324/min) to manual transcripts from rev.com ($1/min) we find that the automatic transcripts have an average accuracy of 72.4%. We anticipate that automatic transcription will soon yield transcripts accurate enough to replace the manual transcription step of our pipeline. As such, we designed ConvCut to be agnostic to how the transcript is generated so that it can take either manually or automatically transcribed transcripts as input.

Social norms, privacy and consent. An issue underlying our work is that participants in a social conversation cannot always anticipate where the conversation might go and could be concerned about privacy if the conversation covers sensitive or intimate topics. Nevertheless, in our approach, because the 360° camera remains large enough to be visible, the conversation cannot be recorded without the knowledge and consent of the participants. The social norms around ownership and consent to sharing of the resulting raw footage as well as edited highlights need to be established. The concerns are similar to those around taking photos with friends at a party and deciding together which ones are shared to which social channels. While the norms around acceptability of posting such photos do vary from group to group, these have developed and evolved over time. We expect that as systems like ours become more common, people will similarly start establishing implicit guidelines around privacy and sharing raw footage and highlights within the group of participants and with larger groups of friends, acquaintances and the public at-large. One direction for future work is to consider technologies that allow all of the participants in the conversation to vote on how the footage is edited and shared. For some editing transitions in interview video. In Proc. of SIGCHI, pp. 227–236, 2008.


